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ACADEMY  
Big Speaker | Big Sound | Big Attitude
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Our products are designed and built for portability, durability and most importantly, pristine sound reproduction. Anyone with a passion for music should have a first-rate speaker 
to play it on and a BoomBocs speaker is just that! 

You’d be surprised at how the quality of your speaker can affect the listening experience. BoomBocs wireless speakers ensure you’re hearing music in its purest form, with no static 
or distortion. The number one priority for BoomBocs has always been to reproduce top quality sound, just as the artiste recorded it. 

What is the 2021 BoomBocs ACADEMY? 
LOUD, modern, retro and capable of connecting direct to your favourite streaming service. 

Everybody loves a bit of nostalgia, and in 2021, anything retro is cool! BoomBocs ACADEMY aims to bring back the original look of the 80s boombox but fully-loaded with 
modern technology. Now, you’ll be able to connect via WiFi or Bluetooth wirelessly, controlling your favourite streaming services via a dedicated app from your smart device. 
With direct connection to Spotify HiFi, Deezer and Amazon Music via the app, OR by using the onboard interface (screen, buttons and rotary encoders), BoomBocs ACADEMY 
makes it incredibly easy to get up and running in rapid time. 

Other services featured on BoomBocs ACADEMY are; 
- DAB & DAB+ Radio 
- FM-RDS Radio 
- Internet Radio 

The unique 2-way speaker design, coupled with intelligent DSP, high-performance digital amplifier, internal power supply and specifically-designed bass reflex port, ensure 
BoomBocs ACADEMY’s superior sound quality puts it above competitors. This, along with its unique aesthetics make it an extremely desirable wireless sound system. 

For those that like to keep it ‘old school’ we’ve even got a 3.5mm auxiliary input and stereo RCAs for cable connection. And for those that like to keep it REALLY old 
school, we’ve built in a stereo phono connection and pre-amp for your record player so you can play your precious vinyls at the best possible quality. 

The karaoke enthusiasts out there are invited to the party by utilising the XLR mic input with dedicated gain control.

BoomBocs  ACADEMY Over v i ew.
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B o omBocs  ACADEMY Anatomy.

Smart Phone App 
Connect via Apple iOS or Android 
smart devices to gain full 
control of BoomBocs ARENA. 

The app supports a range of 
direct streaming applications 
such as Spotify Connect, Deezer 
and Amazon Music.

WiFi 
802.11a/b/g/n - WEP. WPA, WP2 
Dual band 2.4Ghz/5Ghz

Bluetooth 
v4.2

Radio 
DAB/DAB+ 
FM-RDS 
Internet radio

Power 
120W Class-D Amp

Speakers 
2x 5” Woofers 
2x 25mm Tweeters

Frequency Response 
50Hz ~ 20,0000Hz

LED 
On/off indicator

Enclosure 
Moisture-Resistant MDF 
Tough vinyl finish 
Angled front

Strap Locks 
Quick-release

Handle 
7” Soft-feel

Antenna 
0.5m Telescopic 
Recessed into body

Bass Reflex Porting 
BoomBocs Reflex System 
Rear exit, flanged 
Dimpled

Physical Connections 
XLR 
2x RCA 
3.5mm Aux Jack 
2x Phono 
USB Type-A

Gain Control 
Attenuation for mic
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B o omBocs  ACADEMY Cont ro l  Pane l .

Switch: On/Off 
Metal 
Latching rocker

Buttons: Presets 
4 Programmable presets

Button: ‘Boom’ 
Recall the BoomBocs Spotify playlist 
Illuminating

Display 
2.7” OLED 
High-contrast 
Monochrome

Rotary Encoder: Volume 
Turn for volume control 
Push to mute 
Metal

Rotary Encoder: Settings 
Turn for left/right 
Push to select 
Metal

Buttons: Navigation 
‘Previous Track’ 
‘Play/Pause’ 
‘Next Track’

Button: Navigation 
‘Back’

Button: Source Select 
‘Mode’

Button: Menu Select 
‘Menu’

Button: Information Display 
‘Info’
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WAIT! Spotify® HiFi? 

Yep! BoomBocs is one of the world's first wireless speakers to incorporate the all-new Spotify® 
HiFi streaming platform. 

What is it? Well, if you haven't heard about Spotify® HiFi yet, it's essentially music streaming in 
lossless audio format, matching that of CD-quality.  For the audiophiles, Spotify®  Premium's 
previous bit  rate maxed out at 320kbps. With Spotify® HiFi, you're getting lossless audio up to 
1411kbps. For those less nerdy, lossless audio files essentially carry more data, giving you more 
detail in the audio so it's good news!

BoomBocs  ACADEMY St reaming .
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Founded in 2006, Spotify® has become the world’s largest streaming platform for music (as well as podcasts and videos). Now available in 79 countries via apps for Windows, 
Mac OS, iOS and Android, it’s positively changed the way we listen to our favourite songs. 

There are currently four different levels of streaming quality for Spotify®; 
- ‘Low’ @ 24kbps 
- ‘Normal' @ 96kbps 
- ‘High’ @ 160kbps 
- ‘Very High' @ 320kbps 

Spotify® HiFi will take streaming quality to a new level with a bit rate of 1411kbps. 

It’s worth noting that Deezer already offers lossless, CD-quality music so BoomBocs ACADEMY supports TWO of the most-renown, lossless audio streaming services on the 
planet. 
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The BoomBocs ACADEMY app provides the most complete, versatile and easy-to-use 
controller for next generation BoomBocs ACADEMY smart speakers. It offers 
comprehensive remote control functionality for BoomBocs modules with an iOS or 
Android smart device, downloadable from the relevant stores. 

The app enables users to navigate between audio modes, browse content and control 
playback volume on standalone BoomBocs ACADEMY systems. The user may also 
allocate presets for streaming services like Spotify and Deezer, as well as radio stations. 

For personalisation, the user is able to rename their device and change the app’s 
theme between dark and light.

The  BoomBocs  App .
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The BoomBocs ACADEMY app gives you control over all the 
listening modes available on the connected BoomBocs 
ACADEMY device. Modes available include: 

- Spotify HiFI 
- Spotify Connect  
- Amazon Music 
- Deezer 
- Internet Radio 
- Local Music 
- USB Playback Device 
- DAB/DAB+ Digital Radio 
- FM with RDS 
- Auxiliary Inputs 

The application synchronises automatically with the speaker so 
you can switch between using the speaker’s controls and 
those of the ACADEMY app.
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ARENA 
[front]

ARENA 
[top]

ARENA 
[back]
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Co lours .

Green 
Quartz

Green 
Quartz

Pink 
Charlotte

Tech 
Blue

Dahlia 
Orange

Bright 
White

BoomBocs ACADEMY is available in FIVE Pantone colours. These choices 
have been based on predicted 2022 trends, following thorough research. 

We don’t want to blend in like the rest!

Pink 
Charlotte

Dahlia 
Orange

Bright 
White

Tech 
Blue
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The  BoomBocs  S ignature  Sound .

Original BoomBocs 
suitcase speakers.

How do you describe a sound? Well, the answer is with great difficulty! Trying to explain how impressive something sounds without actually hearing it is no easy task but 
given our expertise in this field, you can rest assured we know what we’re doing when it comes to the remarkable BoomBocs signature sound. 

In order to ensure BoomBocs ACADEMY is at the forefront of smart acoustics, we have incorporated some very unique design features. We make the most of advanced 
scientific theory as well as using practical assessment to depict how BoomBocs ACADEMY performs in real life. It’s not just about facts, figures and graphs; we use our 
ears to tell us what’s actually happening and that’s why it sounds as good as it does. 

Too often these days, speakers are manipulated into producing a sound they cannot naturally create using digital signal processing (DSP). Whilst this isn't essentially 
wrong, we believe a speaker should make use of the natural environment by pushing air through the enclosure efficiently, creating its own sound. BoomBocs ACADEMY 
does exactly this; our specially-designed enclosure and porting system is tuned to specific frequencies that sound pleasant to the human ear. We then fine tune using 
DSP rather than creating the sound with it. One thing you’ll notice about heavily DSP-dependent speakers is that they may sound good a low volume, but as it gets louder, 
the sculpted sound does not maintain it’s low:high ratio in a linear fashion. Instead, the low end thins out and it starts to sound weak.

Pt . 1

What is it you want from the low frequencies? 
You want it to pack a punch! You want to feel the kick drum in your chest! You 
don’t want the bass to rumble; you want it to fill the room and sooth your belly. 
What is it you want from the high frequencies? 
You want clarity! You want to decipher every lyric and hear the air in the 
vocalist’s breath. 
Well, what about the mids?  
What about them? You’re not supposed to notice those but they’ll be there 
providing the overall sound with all the body it requires. 

BoomBocs ACADEMY maintains its pristine, balanced, signature sound no 
matter what volume it’s playing.

Handwritten port 
calculations
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It goes without saying that our founder (and chief acoustic engineer) putting his stamp of approval on BoomBocs 
products should be enough to vouch for the sound. Jonny’s extensive client list has some very impressive names on it, 
indeed. Just think, if you’re putting on a stadium show for 90,000 people, and one person is in charge of the sound for 
those 90,000 people, he’s going to be pretty decent at his job. Jonny’s audio wisdom has played a fundamental role in 
the development of the BoomBocs signature sound, always prioritising audio superiority over anything else. 

We have a one-of-a-kind enclosure shape to help with sound dispersion. Having speakers so close to each other can 
make it difficult to achieve true stereo imagery so we built a ‘ridge’ to angle our speakers outwards. In conjunction with 
the front face’s upward trajectory, we are able to disperse sound over a wider area, blessing the ears of everyone in the 
vicinity. 

Our speaker drivers work in a two-way configuration, where the woofers (low frequency) and tweeters (high frequency) 
are separated. The woofers (funny word, isn’t it?) comprise a coated paper, giving us an optimised rigidity for producing 
a sound that delivers clarity and great punch. The motor that drives the speaker is set further back than normal, which 
means the speaker can move further backwards and forwards, producing longer wavelength and lower frequency 
response. The more a speaker physically moves, the more air it pushes and therefore the lower and louder it can go. To 
maintain clarity throughout the entire frequency spectrum, we use fabric tweeters with a silk surround. Their motors are 
based on neodymium magnets, meaning they’re extremely lightweight and responsive to allow for lightning-fast 
movement. The featherweight fabric further enables us to move the tweeter diaphragms back and forth extremely 
quickly. The faster they can move, the higher the frequencies can be produced; some so high only dogs can hear them. 

Another little secret we’ll share with you relates to our “bass reflex port” which is effectively a hole in the back of the 
enclosure for air to escape. Its main purpose is to extend the low frequencies, ensuring a tight, punchy, deep bass is 
achieved. Our unconventional port design features thousands of small dimples, utilising what we call “the golf ball 
theory”. The dimples allow the air to escape the box faster and much more efficiently. This dimpled design is sometimes 
found on the best and most expensive Hi-Fi speakers in the market.

The  BoomBocs  S ignature  Sound . P t . 2

BoomBocs 
Reflex System 

(port)

BoomBocs 
ACADEMY 

X-section

BoomBocs 
ACADEMY 

rear
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We’ve already covered BoomBocs ARENA’s signature sound. Hopefully, you now realise how good it is. 

DESIGN: As well as Jonny, the rest of the team behind this genius design are veterans of both the audio engineering and product design world. With countless years of 
experience under their belts, they’ve working on hugely successful projects on a global scale. The priority with BoomBocs ACADEMY was always to nail the sound first 
and foremost; everything else followed. If you judge BoomBocs ACADEMY on its unique styling alone, you can only imagine how impressive the sound of this beast is. 

LIFESPAN: Nobody wants cheap rubbish that doesn’t stand the test of time. We’ve endeavoured to bring you a smart speaker that not only incorporates the latest 
technology, but physically survives the world’s savagery and whatever it throws at it. 

An 18mm moisture-resistant MDF construction, wrapped in tough vinyl ensures BoomBocs ACADEMY can withstand your day-to-day adventures. We’ve given thought to 
the placement of switches and connectors, and we’ve “road-tested” BoomBocs ACADEMY to no end. This isn’t our first rodeo. 

Internally, we utilise high quality electronic components, vigorously tested and meticulously scrutinised during our R&D. Believe us, Jonny will not settle for anything less 
than the best. 

PORTABILITY: You NEED to transport your speaker system wherever you go; you NEED to hear your favourite music through high-definition speakers; and you NEED to 
play it at a decent volume. BoomBocs ACADEMY has a battery capable of providing 20 hours of playback time so you can take the party wherever you want to go. 
Coupled with its lightweight construction, manageable size and direct, easy connectivity, you don’t need to faff around and keep everyone waiting. Switch it on, connect 
your device and turn it up! 

SUSTAINABILITY: In this day and age it’s extremely important to be as economically and environmentally conscious as possible. Our raw materials are naturally sourced 
or recycled to ensure sustainability is maintained and we are on track to living in a better world. Even our packaging is eco-friendly.

BoomBocs  ACADEMY Features .
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Te ch  Spec .
Performance 
Power Output:    2x 60W Watts @4 Ohms 
Frequency Response:  50Hz ~ 20,000Hz (+/-3dB) 
Audio Management:  ADI Digital Signal Processing 

Speakers 
Configuration:    ‘Ultra-wide' stereo, 2-way 
Woofer Type:    5.25” coated paper 
        Aluminium shorting ring 
Woofer Magnet:   Ferrite 
Tweeter Type:    25mm fabric diaphragm 

Silk surround 
Tweeter Magnet:   Neodymium 
X-over Frequency:   2.5kHz ~ 3.0kHz / 12dB/Octave 
Sensitivity:     83dB [1W @1m] 

Enclosure 
Main Body:     Moisture-resistant MDF 
Body Finish:     Hard-wearing vinyl/fabric 
Rear Panel:     3mm anodised Aluminium 
Port Type:     Rear-exit ‘BoomBocs Reflex System’ 
        [flanged, dimple design] 
Hardware:     7” handle 
        4x non-rubber, round feet 
Antenna:      0.5m telescopic (DAB/FM radio) 

Measurements 
Dimensions:     420mm(W) x 235mm(H) x 195mm(D) 
Weight:      7.2Kg 

Electrical 
Mains Input:     220-240VAC @ 50Hz/60Hz 
Battery:      Lithium-ion 
        20hrs playback time 

Environment 
Operational Temp:   0°C to +70°C 
Storage Temp:    -40°C to +85°C 

Certification 
IP Rating:      IPX3 
CE:       Low Voltage Directive 2006/95/EC 
        EM Compatibility Directive 2004/108/EC 
        RoHS 2 Directive 2011/65/EU 
        EN 62368-1:2014 
        EN 61000-6-1:2007+A1:2011 
        EN 61000-6-1:2007 
FCC ID:       2ALGQ-BTM835, Part 15B 

Pt . 1
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Te ch  Spec . P t . 2
Wireless Connectivity 
App Control:    iOS & Android 
WiFi:       802.11a/b/g/n - WEP, WPA, WP2 
        Dual band 2.4Ghz/5Ghz 
Bluetooth:     v4.2 
Audio Codecs:    AAC/AAC+     
        MP3 
        WAV 
        FLAC 
Streaming Services:  Spotify Connect 
        Amazon Music 
        Deezer 
        DAB/DAB+ 
        FM-RDS 
        Internet Radio 
        Podcasts 

User Options 
Software Updates:   Automatic via WiFi 
Equalisation:    5-band GEQ 
Languages:     English, French, Spanish, German, Italian,   
        Polish, Portuguese, Dutch, Finnish, Danish,   
        Norwegian, Swedish 

Physical Connectivity 
Digital:      USB Type-A 
Analogue     3.5mm Auxiliary Jack 
        2x RCA (stereo 
        2x Phono 
        XLR 

Physical Interface 
GUI:       2.7” OLED Display 
Buttons:      Mode 
(push)       Menu 

Info 
Previous 
Play/Pause 
Next 
4x Presets 
1x ‘Boom’ Custom 

Rotaries:      Left/Right, Set 
(turn, push)     Vol Up/Vol Down, Mute
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Te ch  Spec .

Woofer Performance Tweeter Performance

Pt . 3
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